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Abstract—This paper presents a proof of concept demonstration of a novel evolutionary robotic system where robots can
self-reproduce. We construct and investigate a strongly embodied
evolutionary system, where not only the controllers, but also the
morphologies undergo evolution in an on-line fashion. Forced by
the lack of available hardware we build this system in simulation.
However, we use a high quality simulator (Webots) and an
existing hardware platform (Roombots) which makes the system,
in principle, constructible. Our system can be perceived as an
Artificial Life habitat, where robots with evolvable bodies and
minds live in an arena and actively induce an evolutionary process
‘from within’, without a central evolutionary agency or a userdefined synthetic fitness function.
Index Terms—Embodied Evolution, Robotic Organisms, Evolutionary Robotics, Robotics, Robot Morphology

I. BACKGROUND , M OTIVATION , A SSUMPTIONS
This work forms a stepping stone towards the grand vision
of strongly embodied evolution or the Evolution of Things
as outlined in [1], [2]. The essence of this grand vision is to
construct physical systems of animate artefacts that undergo
evolution ‘in the wild’. The approach behind this paper is
based on using robots composed of simple mechatronic modules. However, the specific substrate is not very important for
the concept itself and in general, the bodies can be made
of traditional mechatronic components, (self-)assembled from
simple modular units, formed by some soft material, 3D
printed plastics, some fancy new stuff invented by material
scientists, or any combination of these. The two key challenges
we address here are
• A suitable reproduction mechanism for robot organisms.
This is the core feature at the heart of the Evolution of
Things.
• The integration of all evolutionary components into one
system. This ensures that we obtain a full process with
many successive generations.
An important aspect is that the robots are able to actively
induce an evolutionary process ‘from within’ –without a
central evolutionary agency– in real time and real space.
There are several reasons to be interested in self-reproducing
robots. From the engineering perspective, the technology of
evolvable robots offers possible applications in the future,
where adapting the robot design and/or producing new robots
during the operational period without human intervention is
important. This can be the case in inaccessible environments,
for example, colonies of mining robots that work in extreme depths under the surface of the Earth for extended

periods, planetary missions, such as terraforming, deep sea
explorations, or medical nano-robots acting as ‘personal virus
scanners’ inside the human body.
Evolution can also be put to work in closer to home scenarios. Including the human in the loop to influence selection, the
classic approach to designing and manufacturing robots can be
changed into a modus operandi very much like breeding livestock. This can combine the human guidance (user selection)
with the creative exploratory power of evolution as used today
in in silico evolutionary design [3].
From the science perspective, the ecosystem with evolvable minds and bodies offers unprecedented opportunities for
fundamental as well as applied research in embodied AI and
ALife, because it eliminates the restriction of working with
fixed morphologies. This opens the possibility to study the
mind-body problem in a new way [4], [5], [6]. Paraphrasing
Pfeifer and Bongard, [7], one could say that with the new
technology we cannot only study how the body shapes the
mind, but also how the mind shapes the body. There are also
benefits for biological research where robots can be used as
the substrate to create physical, rather than digital, models of
biological systems and to study biological phenomena [8], [9].
In this paper we address two main challenges for the Evolution of Things: the creation of tangible physical artefacts with
the ability to reproduce and the integration of all components
of the Triangle of Life framework [10] into one working
ecosystem. Forced by the lack of available hardware we build
this system in simulation. However, we use a high quality
simulator (Webots) and an existing hardware platform (Roombots) which makes the system, in principle, constructible.
The use of a simulator for strongly embodied evolutionary
robotics seems contradictory, but we deem it justified on the
short term as a proxy until the hardware for self-reproducing
robots becomes mature. Also on the long term, simulations
can play an important role in the workflow, because they
offer a practicable solution for system calibration and quick
exploration of the design space without the high costs of using
real hardware.
This paper presents a complete –albeit virtual– implementation of an ecosystem of self-reproducing robots with all components in place. Our proof of concept implements objectivefree evolution along the lines of the mEDEA algorithm, which
implicitly promotes robot movement through the arena [11].
The core of the evolutionary process is autonomous selfreproduction without any explicit objective: robots procreate

by exchanging genetic material whenever they are in close
proximity to one another (meeting = mating).
The most important research objective of this paper is to
show that the system enables sustainable populations of evolving organisms that are born, learn and procreate autonomously.
In contrast to ‘regular’ evolutionary algorithms, the size of
the population in an ecosystem such as we envisage is not a
parameter that the experimenter sets, but rather an observable:
the robots interact (in our case, come close to one another)
to mate autonomously. If, for whatever reason, there is not
enough interaction, the population dies out. In other words,
robots must procreate to maintain the population.
The second research objective is to investigate whether
the robots, endowed with reinforcement learning capabilities,
learn to locomote efficiently during their lifetime and how this
learning ability evolves.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A considerable body of Evolutionary Robotics research uses
regular Evolutionary Algorithms to optimise controllers for
robots with fixed morphologies [12], [13], [14].
To date there are no robotic systems where robots physically
reproduce and create children with variation and heredity.
There are systems with reproducing artificial creatures in
simulation following the approach of [15], [7], but these
are not physical, positioned in simple artificial environments,
address only one function, e.g. walking, and typically far
from being constructible in real life. More importantly, they
do not form an open-ended ecosystem, but run along the
lines of a traditional evolutionary algorithm with central
selection: evolution is off-line and optimises a crisp userdefined objective. The number of systems with self-replicating
hardware units is very low and they all miss some crucial
aspects. The self-replicating machines of [16] and [17] produce
exact clones of themselves without variation and heredity and
hence they are not evolutionary. Furthermore, they are one
trick ponies: the only thing their controllers are supposed
to do is self-replication; they are not capable of operating
in the environment and perform some task. The Evolvable
Physical Self-Replicators of [18] lack controllers entirely:
they are inanimate dumb artefacts in 2D. A few systems
address co-evolving robot morphologies and controllers, but
they circumvent the challenge of physical reproduction by performing evolution in simulation and constructing (some of) the
evolved robots afterwards [19], [20]. The SYMBRION project
realised modular robotic organisms where morphologies were
reconfigurable, but not evolvable [21]. The autonomous robot
modules could aggregate into organisms to negotiate some
environmental obstacle and disassemble afterwards. However,
such aggregated robot organisms were transient constructs and
their reproduction was not an objective. In fact, it was not
even possible because the system lacked an inheritable genetic
code representing the design of an organism. Finally, there do
also exist studies on ’embodied evolution’, where evolution
takes place in a physical robot population [22], [11]. However,
the robots have a fixed morphology and they cannot produce

children, evolution is limited to controllers inside the given
bodies.
Whatever its shape, every robot requires some controller
to be able to do anything. Therefore, there has been little
research into evolving body shapes alone without regarding
the controller. Meng et al. evolved a target shape for a selfreconfigurable modular robot for locomotion in a corridor, as
well as climbing a stairs, and stepping over an obstacle [23].
Gross et al. evolved polymers of modules in a primordial
‘soup’ of modules of different types, the resulting organisms
needed to gather energy to reproduce [24].
The co-evolution of body and mind was first investigated by
Sims in his seminal paper [15], and his work was later built
upon co-evolving morphologies and controllers in substrates
ranging from lego to tensegrities [25] and materials of varying
elasticity (soft robotics) [26]. Most research in this vein has
been conducted with modular robots, e.g. in [19], [27], [28],
[29]. All these approaches where mind and body evolve
together are at heart a centralised evolutionary algorithm: the
robots are instantiated in a simulator and their performance at
some task (typically locomotion) is assessed and used as the
basis for selection.
Such centrally orchestrated evolution contrasts with the
vision set out above: it employs evolution as a force for
optimisation. Research into artificial ecosystems is, in that
sense, more in line with our vision of autonomously and
asynchronously reproducing entities. Systems for the simulation of such artificial ecosystems abound in artificial life
research, for instance Tierra [30] and Avida [31], two systems
in which self-replicating machine code evolves by means of
natural selection. Echo [32] is a simulation tool developed to
investigate mechanisms that regulate diversity and information
processing in systems comprised of many interacting adaptive
agents. Systems such as SugarScape [33], Polyworld [34]
and EcoSim [35] are used to study the evolution of agent
control strategies through natural selection. None of these
artificial ecosystems allow for the evolution of morphology
– in fact, in many cases there is no morphology and agents
are dimensionless.
Thus, while there is substantial related work on particular
aspects of the system we envisage, there is to our knowledge
no system that implements a complete artificial ecology with
physically reproducing robots, where robot morphology and
controllers co-evolve in an open-ended process induced by
autonomous and asynchronous mating in the robots’ environment.
III. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
The system is implemented1 in the Webots [36] simulator.
It is meant to be (A) an ecosystem (B) with reproducible
robot organisms (C) which is based on the Triangle of Life
framework.
1 The code for our implementation is available through two projects on
google code:
https://code.google.com/p/tol-project/
https://code.google.com/p/tol-controllers/

(a) Simulated Roombot modules.

Figure 1: A screenshot of the whole environment. Mature and
infant organisms coexist in a circular arena with a radius of
15m. The sliced cylinder in the centre is the birth clinic.
A. The Ecosystem design
Our ecosystem is a 3D world containing a fixed number
of robotic modules (cf. Figure 1). All organisms are created
using these modules and live inside a bounded circular arena.
Infant organisms, still learning to move, as well as mature
organisms, competing for reproduction, coexist in this arena.
The environment is flat and void of obstacles, so organisms
can move freely. A central facility, called birth clinic, is placed
in the middle of the arena. The birth clinic fabricates the
organisms and is where every new life cycle begins. Please
note that even though organisms are constructed centrally the
evolutionary system is decentralised: mate-/parent selection is
done by the organisms and not centrally orchestrated. This
is a fundamental difference with centralised evolution, as in
our case reproduction is based on local interactions and with
limited information.
B. Reproducible robot organisms
1) The Phenotype: The system simulates existing robotic
modules called Roombots [37]. Every module consists of two
cubic-like blocks, ten active connection mechanisms (ACMs)
and three actuated joints (cf. Figure 2). Two of the three joints
are located on each block’s diagonal. They allow the two
halves of a block to rotate relative to each other. The third one
is located between the two blocks. All the joints are powered
by step motors and are designed for continuous rotation.
Each joint is provided with slip rings for electric power and

Figure 2: A Roombot module. The two blocks rotate on the
middle joint and each of their halves rotate on the diagonals.
Each Roombot features ten ACMs.

(b) Real Roombot modules

Figure 3: Example of a robotic organisms
information transfer. Roombots can also communicate with
each other and with other devices via bluetooth.
Each organisms consist of two or more Roombot modules
attached using the ACMs, each module runs its own controller.
The movement of such an organism is therefore an emergent
property of the motion of their modules. The movement of all
modules is governed by a special controller, the mind of the
organism, which is run on a single module in each organism
which therefore plays a special role. We call this module the
root of the organism. The root has two extra functions with
respect to normal modules. First, it drives the reinforcement
learning process. Second, it provides an interface for the whole
organism. In particular, the root module carries the organism’s
genome and governs the communication with other organisms
and with the environment. Example organisms consisting of
several Roombot modules can be seen in Figure 3, Figure 3b
shows an example organism using real Roombot modules.
2) The Genotype: In this system the genome is a blueprint
for an organism. It consists of an integer number d and a CPPN
(Compositional Pattern-Producing Network) C that always has
exactly two input nodes and one output node. The pair <
d, C > is called body genome, and it can be translated into a
2D build plan. Despite the build plan being only 2D, the built
organism will take 3D shapes while moving.
Along with the body genome mentioned above, a mind
genome is used. The mind genome defines the starting point
for the learning algorithm used during lifetime learning. The
mind genome depends on the learning algorithm used and in
our case is a Policy for the RL PoWER algorithm explained in
the next section. The combination of body and mind genomes
will be referred as just genome from now on.
C. The Triangle of Life
The Triangle of Life is a framework for Artificial Life [10]
that specifies the three principal life phases of most biological

organisms: birth, infancy and mature life (cf. Figure 4).
A life cycle (triangle) starts with the Birth process, in
which available modules are assembled into a new organism
starting from a blueprint (morphogenesis). The second phase is
Infancy, in which organisms improve their locomotion abilities
before becoming fertile. The last phase of the triangle is the
Mature life. In this phase organisms compete for resources
and reproduction against other organisms. If fit enough, an
organism will succeed in reproducing and it will generate a
new genome. With the conception of a new genome a new
triangle of life starts, without ending the previous one.
1) Birth Process:
a) The Birth Clinic: As mentioned all organisms are
constructed using a birth clinic in the centre of the arena. Using
a birth clinic gives two main advantages over a distributed
method of construction. First, all free modules, including the
ones of dead organisms, can be collected in a single location
and become available for building new organisms. Second,
evolution can be switched off by disabling the facility as a
failsafe mechanism by denying the production of organisms.
We have placed a single birth facility in the middle of the
arena, which has the shape of a sliced cylinder, this facility
builds organisms based on a build plan that the organisms
send during reproduction. Morphogenesis takes place high
above the cylinder. The newborn organism is released from this
position and slides down the diagonal section of the cylinder,
until it reaches the floor of the arena. The cylinder rotates
before the creation of each organism so that new organisms
are distributed in all directions around the facility. When an
organism is created, the necessary modules are moved from
the storage to the building location, in the position specified
by the build plan. An autonomous collection mechanism of
the available modules is an important aspect of the implementation, however in this version of the system we assume that
this mechanism can be engineered and use a shortcut.
b) Morphogenesis: During morphogenesis the genome
of the organisms is translated using the following procedure.
(a) A virtual square grid of size d is created. Each grid cell

Figure 4: The Triangle of Life. Three pivotal moments span
the triangle: 1) Conception: A new genome is activated, construction of a new organism starts. 2) Delivery: Construction
of the new organism is completed. 3) Fertility: The organism
becomes ready to conceive offspring.

represents a possible position for a single block of a Roombot.
The coordinates of each cell are serially fed as input to C to
get a real number as output. The cells with a value lower than
a certain threshold are excluded and they will never host any
block.
(b) Among the remaining cells, the one with the highest
value is chosen. A second cell is similarly selected among the
neighbouring cells. This pair of cells will host the first module.
(c) Another module is added by choosing a pair of cells as
in step (b), but searching only among the neighbouring cells
of the already placed modules. An additional constraint denies
the modules from forming cycles.
Step (c) is repeated until no other couples of cells can
be identified for hosting a module. The first module added
to the build plan is assumed to be the root node. A build
plan generated as described can be empty or made of only
one module, in either case the plan is considered not valid
and no actual organism is built. The materialisation of a
building plan is completely logical, meaning that no physical
process assembles the modules. An autonomous assembling
procedure is important for a hardware ecosystem, however,
this feature is not yet designed in this version of the system.
In a hardware scenario, this operation can be performed by an
ad-hoc assembly device.
2) Infancy: The infancy is an important phase during an
organisms’ lifetime. First the learning of the organism is
initiated in this phase and allows the organism to reach a
certain level of competence before being subjected to selection
mechanisms. Moreover the infancy phase is an important test
phase, if the organism does not reach a certain minimum
performance it can be decided to not allow the organism to
enter the reproductive pool at all.
Organisms are not required to perform any specific task
and are free to move in any direction. This reduces the
locomotion problem to gait learning. A non-trivial problem
in itself. Particularly, it requires the generation of rhythmic
functions for the activation of the organisms’ step motors. The
RL PoWER algorithm has been chosen for gait learning in
this project based on previous investigations [38]. Learning is
not restricted to the infancy period, but organisms continue
learning for their full lifetime.
The initial policy, defined by the mind genome, is periodically modified and evaluated by RL PoWER, for a fixed
number of times. A policy is a set of parametrised cyclic
splines, one for each joint of a Roombot module, and each
of them describes the servo motor angle as a function of time.
A spline is defined by a set of n control points. Each control
point is defined by (ti , αi ), where ti represents time and αi
the angle. ti ∈ [0, 1] is defined as
ti =

i
, ∀i = 0, ..., (n − 1)
n−i

and αi ∈ [0, 1] is freely defined, except that the last value is
enforced to be equal to the first. These control points are used
for cyclic spline interpolation.

The RL PoWER implementation follows the description by
Jens Kober and Jan Peters [39] and [38]. If the organism is
from the initial population the algorithm starts by creating the
initial policy π0 with as many splines as there are motors in
the organism. These splines are initialised with n values of
0.5 and then adding Gaussian noise. Otherwise the minds of
the parents are combined as explained later and this mind is
used as the initial policy. The initial policy is then evaluated
after which it is adapted. This adapted controller is evaluated
and adapted again until the stopping condition is reached.
Adaptation is done in two steps which are always applied:
exploitation and exploration. In the exploitation step, the
current splines α̂ are optimised based on the outcome of
previous controllers, this generates a new set of splines.
Pk ˆ
j=1 ∆αi,j Rj
α̂i+1 = α̂i +
Pk
j=1 Rj
ˆ i,j represents the difference between the parameters
where ∆α
of the i-th policy and j-th policy belonging to a ranking of the
best k policies seen so far and Rj its reward. In the exploration
phase policies are adapted by applying Gaussian perturbation
to the newly generated policy.
0
α̂i+1
= α̂i+1 + ε̂i+1 , ε̂i+1 ∼ N (0, σ 2 )
0
where α̂i+1 are the parameters after the exploitation step, α̂i+1
the parameters after the exploration step and ε̂i+1 values drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance σ 2 .
Each controller is evaluated for a fixed time as follows:
q

6
∆2x + ∆2y

Ri = 100
∆t

where ∆x and ∆y is the displacement over the x and y axes
measured in meters and ∆t the time of an evaluation.
3) Reproduction: During mature life organisms periodically
spread messages containing their genome in a limited range.
Organisms within this range receive the message and store
the genome. After a certain interval, an organism reproduces
by recombining its own genome with a received one, which
is selected randomly. It is important to notice that organisms
that have not entered the range of any other organism cannot
reproduce. Based on this interaction we assume that the faster
an organism, the higher the probability for it to receive
and send genomes and therefore reproduce, this constitutes a
distributed implicit parent selection mechanism. The choice of
an implicit selection, that uses no fitness function, is important,
as it makes the system closer to a real ecosystem. Moreover, in
complex systems formulating a definition of being fit might be
hard or even impossible. This might not sound so essential for
an environment as simple as this, however, additional elements
such as tasks or obstacles can be added to dramatically
increase the complexity.
A design problem arises with this selection mechanism.
Since all organisms begin their lives next to the birth clinic,
slow organisms will still be close to the centre of the arena

after becoming mature. This also means that they will be close
to each other, which in turn leads to them procreating with high
probability To counter this scenario, an additional constraint is
introduced: even if mature, an organism cannot reproduce and
neither spread its genome before crossing a virtual circular
boundary placed at a certain distance from the birth clinic.
A new genome is always created by applying crossover
on the parents’ genomes and mutating the result. The grid
size of the body genome is the average of the parents’ values
which is then mutated by random noise drawn from a normal
distribution. This result is then rounded to the nearest integer.
The CPPN variation operators are taken from Stanley and
Miikkulainen [40], recurring connections are disallowed. A
new policy is created with as many splines as the smallest
policy of the parents, each spline containing as many points
as the shortest of the parents. Every point of the new policy is
copied from either parent with equal probability. The policy
is also perturbed with random noise drawn from a normal
distribution. The newly created genome is then sent to the
birth clinic, where morphogenesis of the new organism takes
place and a new life starts. The birth clinic is assumed to be
reachable from any position in the arena.
No death selection mechanism has been implemented in
place of survivor selection, instead each organism has a fixed
time to live. This decision mimics a limited energy supply
given to each organism at the beginning of life.
D. Parameters & Initialisation
The following list describes the main parameters of our system
and the value used in our experiments.
Environment
Total run length
36000 s
The total length of a run in seconds.
Number of modules
45
The total number of Roombots in the system.
Arena size
15 m
The radius of the circular arena.
Fertility boundary
5 m
Radius of the boundary to cross to become
fertile.
RL PoWER
Learning duration
Total duration of the infancy phase.
Number of evaluations
Total number of policies evaluations.
Standard deviation
The initial standard deviation.
Standard deviation decay
The standard deviation decay factor.
Ranking size
Number of best policies to compare with.
Start parameters
Starting number of parameters to define a
spline.
End parameters
End number of parameters to define a spline.

2000 s
200
0.008
0.98
10
2

20

Genome
Grid starting size
Size of the grid at the beginning of evolution.
Grid minimum size
Minimum size assigned to the grid.
Size mutation rate
Chance of mutating the grid size.
Size mutation strength
Magnitude of the grid size mutation.
Mind mutation rate
Chance of mutating a single point of the
policy.
Mind mutation strength
Magnitude of the mutation of a point of the
policy.
Threshold
Cell’s threshold for hosting a Roombot block.
Organism
Organisms emitter range
Action range of the organisms’ emitter.
Mating interval
Interval after which organisms try to reproduce.
Spreading genome interval
Interval after which organisms spread the
genome.
Time to live
Total life duration including the infancy.

3
3
0.6
1.5
0.5

1

0

5
500 s

3 s

8000 s

Finally we initialised the population by creating a random
body plan and mind for the first organism. Then, for as long as
a successful mating has not yet occurred, another organism is
initiated between 60 and 180 seconds after the previous one.
IV. F IRST RUNS AND F INDINGS
We ran the system 25 times with the parameters as described
in the previous section. The first aspect we investigate is the
dynamics of the population.

The black line in Figure 5 shows the mean number of
mature organisms over time, averaged over all runs with a
95% confidence interval. The initial population, starting with
one organism, becomes mature at time step 2000 and as long
as there are available modules, the population size increases.
Hereafter a cyclic pattern arrises because the system has to
wait until organisms die (after 8000 time steps) and wait
until the new born organisms will be mature. Longer runs are
necessary to see whether the population size stabilizes. But
during the length of the run, the population will not die out
and has a minimum size of 8.
After looking into the population dynamics we considered
reproduction and inspected the number of mating actions.
We divide the runs into 18 intervals of 2000 seconds each,
based on the length of their mature life. In Figure 6, we
show the number of unique genomes received (i.e. of different
organisms encountered) by a mature organism before each
reproduction. Each box plot represents data over all mature
organisms in all runs where reproduction took place in that
time slot. We can see that over almost the entire run, the
median number of received genomes is alternating between
1 and 2. This alternating behaviour seems to follow the same
cyclic pattern as in Figure 5. Logically, when there are more
mature organisms in the arena, it is more likely to collect more
genomes.
The next aspect we investigate is the learning behaviour.
Figure 7 shows the learning performance at the start of the
infancy and at the end of its lifetime for the first 10 organisms
and the last 10 organisms aggregated over all runs. The first
box plot shows the performance of the first 30 evaluations of
the first 10 organisms of each run. The second box plot shows
the first 30 evaluations of the last 10 organisms of each run.
Similarly the third and fourth box plots show the performance
of the last 30 evaluations of the first and last 10 organisms.
First we notice that learning does take place: the median
performance of organisms at the end of their lifetime is much
higher than at the beginning of their lifetime. This is in
line with the previous work on our learning algorithm RL
PoWER [38]. A new aspect we introduced in this system is
the evolution of the mind, to analyse the effect of this evolution
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Figure 5: Number of mature organisms over time. The black
line shows the number of mature organisms averaged over all
runs with a 95% confidence interval in grey.
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Figure 6: Received genomes at reproduction. The x axis
represents the time of the total run split in 18 time slots.
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Figure 7: Learning performance of organisms over all runs.
The firstStart box plot shows the performance of the first 30
evaluations of the first 10 organisms of each run. The lastStart
box plot shows the first 30 evaluations of the last 10 organisms
of each run. Similarly the firstEnd box plot and the lastEnd
box plot show the performance of the last 30 evaluations of
the first and last 10 organisms
we looked at the difference in performance between early and
late organisms. The idea is to check whether the initial mind
evolves towards a policy that leads to a better learning during
the organisms lifetime. We can see the starting performance
of the first 10 organisms and last 10 organisms is very similar,
later organisms do not seem to have a head start in their
learning. Similarly there is little difference in the end speeds of
the organisms, showing that the learning algorithm is capable
of learning in a similar fashion with the evolved shapes.
Last, but not least, we investigated reproduction from a
spatial perspective. Intuitively, one would expect that faster organisms reproduce more because they encounter more wouldbe partners. (Recall that the evolutionary system does not
specifically select for faster organisms; meeting is mating,
regardless of particular properties of the robots.) We therefore
examine the speed of the organisms and the number of children
they have had.
Figure 8 displays the related data with the speed of the parent shown plotted on the y-axis for each number of children.
We can see that the speeds show high variation, especially for
small numbers of children (0 to 4). To gain further insights
into reproduction we also examined where mating takes place
in the arena.

Figure 9: Mating locations over all runs. The circle corresponds with the arena size. The higher the density in the graph,
the more mating takes place.
The map in Figure 9 shows the mating locations over all
runs, each transparent blue circle represents a single mating
occurrence, the darker a certain location, the more matings
took place there. We can clearly see the contours of the arena;
the white circle in the middle is the birth clinic. We can see that
the density is high everywhere, but highest near the birth clinic
and at the perimeter of the arena. This means that organisms
move away from the birth clinic.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F URTHER R ESEARCH
This paper presented a proof of concept demonstration
of a novel evolutionary robotic system where robots can
self-reproduce. In particular, we a) specified multi-modular
Roombot structures as the robotic phenotypes, b) designed
appropriate encoding for their morphologies and controllers as
genotypes, and c) implemented variation operators to produce
new offspring genotypes from parent genotypes.
With this reproduction mechanism at the core, we have built
a robotic ecosystem where robots live and evolve in their (sim-

ulated) environment driven by autonomous and asynchronous
mating, without a central evolutionary agency and a userdefined synthetic fitness function. The resulting system is the
first one we know of that implements a complete artificial
ecology in which robot morphology as well as controllers can
evolve in an on-line fashion driven by the environment.
Our first stated research objective was “to show that the
system enables sustainable populations of evolving organisms
that are born, learn and procreate autonomously.” We have
indeed shown that, in the environment as we defined it, with
movement through the environment promoting fecundity, the
robots evolve to move around the arena and so encounter
mates. This allows them to procreate, resulting in a viable
population that spans several generations.
The second research objective was “to investigate if robots,
endowed with reinforcement learning capabilities, learn to
locomote efficiently during their lifetime and how this learning
ability evolves.” The robots are indeed capable of lifetime
learning and profoundly improve their locomotion capabilities
over their lifetime. The evolution of the initial minds does not,
however, seem to have a great impact on the learning ability,
but this may change with longer evolutionary runs.
We intend to use our system for multiple avenues of research, including the emergence of embodied intelligence, the
co-evolution of body and mind under different circumstances
and physical evolution itself in an ecosystem. The choice
for implementing the system in simulation is a temporary
solution until feasible technology for reproducing robots becomes available. The use of an existing hardware platform
(Roombots) makes our system, in principle, constructible.
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